
 

NY-834B Real Time Printing Labeling Machine 
 

 
 
It can print production data, serial no. anti fake code, supervision code, packing data and 
transportation data at real time on sticker and stick the label onto according product. It also could 
print normal bar code , text, variable data, two D code and RFID label. etc and also could connect 
with ERP/MES/EAP/ODC production management system to realize multilevel code connection so 
that it can use in anti fake industry. This machine often connect with bar code scanner machine, 
weighing and detection machine. 
 
Applicable to real-time printing of top or side flat surface products. Print system integrating with 
database, Finish sticker printing after labeling systems giving signal, the labeling work will be 
finished on the flow of assembly line. Widely used in: electronics, chemicals, food, packaging and 
other industries. 
 
Features: 
 
1. Use ZEBRA series printing engine; 
2. With Pneumatic labeling, sweep labeling and fold corner labeling ways to satisfy different type 
products. Applicable to the flat surface side of various items affixed to the label, Labeling way: top 
labeling, side labeling, fold labeling, front labeling; 
3. Extended function, can connect with other machines such as bar code reader, weighing, 
detection, scanning devices and etc to combine into a integrated system. 
4. The label quality is excellent, adopt the elastic press cover belt, the label is flat, no wrinkle, 
improve the packing quality. 
5. Flexible tag editing software, compatible with most Chinese/English tag editing tools, editing and 
printing content has a strong flexibility. 
6. Intelligent control, automatic photoelectric tracking, non-labeling, non-standard automatic 
correction and label auto-detection, prevention of leakage and label waste. 



7. Adopted world famous imported component to ensure high stability in quality. Delta PLC, Delta 
touchscreen, NSK Linear Bearings, Sick / Panasonic High Accuracy Label Sensor. 
8. The adjustment is simple, the labeling speed, the conveying speed can realize step less speed 
regulation and the adjustment is carried out according to the requirement. 
 
Technology Data: 
 

Product Name Real time printing and labeling machine 

Labeling Accuracy ±1.5mm (not include the error of product and label) 

Labeling Speed 8-20 pieces/min (related with product & label size and labeling way) 

Online Speed 5-30m/min 

Applicable Product Length 40mm-200mm 

Applicable Product Width 20mm-180mm 

Applicable Product Height 0.2mm-75mm 

Suitable label type Adhesive sticker label(Transparent label is available) 

Applicable Label Size 
Length:20mm-100mm 

Width:20mm-100mm 

Machine Size(L*W*H) 1000×600×850mm According to customer’s final requirement 

Voltage Single Phase AC220V/50HZ 

Power 1.5KW 

Air Source 0.4-0.6Mpa 

Machine Weight 180kg 

 


